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2. Foreign exchange options 
 
 

A foreign exchange option (hereinafter: FX Option) is a contract between 

the customer and OTP Bank Plc. (hereinafter: Bank) in which the option 

buyer acquires the right, and the option seller undertakes the obligation 

to buy or sell FX Option on a future date (exercise date) at a pre-

determined price (strike price). The buyer pays a premium (option 

premium) to the option seller (writer) for the acquisition of the right, and the 

option seller receives a premium (option premium) for undertaking the 

obligation. 

 

The transaction is a complex, derivate financial transaction between the 

Bank and the customer, typically outside the regulated market (OTC). 

 

2.1 Who should invest? 

• The transaction is recommended to investors seeking to mitigate or 

completely eliminate (hedge) the exchange rate risk resulting from their 

FX Option exposures. 

→ With FX Option options, customers can take positions to protect 

against exchange rate risk while also benefiting from potential 

favourable exchange rate movements. 

• The transaction is recommended to investors with specific 

expectations for the movements of the currency pair concerned, who 

seek to benefit from favourable exchange rate movements, and to 

make extra returns by taking exchange rate risk. 

→ Buying FX options enables customers to develop strategies to 

limit maximum loss. 

→ By selling FX options, customers can undertake obligations at an 

exercise level adjusted to their own risk appetite in exchange for 

the option premium. In such an arrangement the customer is 

exposed to unlimited exchange rate risk, and there is a possibility 

of incurring unlimited loss. 
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2.2 The two types of FX option by direction of the transaction 
right 

CALL option: 

Its buyer acquires the right to buy a pre-determined amount of 

foreign exchange at a pre-determined price (strike price) on a 

pre-determined exercise date. In exchange for the option 

premium, the option seller undertakes an obligation to sell the 

foreign exchange under the agreed terms when the option is 

exercised. 

 

PUT option: 

Its buyer acquires the right to sell a pre-determined amount of 

foreign exchange at a pre-determined price (strike price) on a 

pre-determined exercise date. In exchange for the option 

premium, the option seller undertakes an obligation to buy the 

foreign exchange under the agreed terms when the option is 

exercised.  
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CALL 

Buy a call option Right to buy the base currency 

Sell a call option Obligation to sell the base currency 

PUT 

Buy a put option Right to sell the base currency 

Sell a put option Obligation to buy the base currency 

 

2.3 The two types of FX option by type of exercise 

EUROPEAN option: 

Options of the European type may only be exercised at a specific 

time on the exercise date. That is, the option may only be 

exercised at a single time. For HUF options this is 12:00 CET, 

whereas options for other currencies may be exercised at 

different times as determined by the Bank. 

 

AMERICAN option: 

Options of the American type may be exercised at any time 

during the term up to a specific time on the exercise date. The 

option may be exercised at any time when its holder decides to 

do so. 
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3. Key definitions 
 

 

Exercise of an 

option 

With options of the European type, when on the 

exercise date and time the market rate breaches or 

exceeds the strike price, the option will be exercised, 

i.e. the option buyer will exercise the right to sell or 

buy foreign exchange, which will create a transaction 

for the purchase or sale of the base (first) currency. 

Expiry of an option 

without exercise 

With options of the European type, when on the 

exercise date and time the market rate does not 

equal or exceed the strike price, the option will not 

be exercised, i.e. the option holder will not exercise 

the right to sell or buy foreign exchange, as a result 

of the option will expire and be terminated without 

being exercised. 

Option premium The premium to be paid for buying the option, or 

respectively the premium received for selling the 

option. The standard settlement date for the option 

premium is typically the second (for some currency, 

the first) banking day after the trade. 

Strike price The strike price is the exchange rate specified at the 

time of contracting, at which the option will be 

exercised when the option holder chooses to do so. 

With plain vanilla options, this will occur when the 

market rate breaches or exceeds the strike price on 

the exercise date and time of the transaction. Also 

referred to as the exercise or strike level. 

Exercise date The exercise date of an option is the date on which 

the option will be exercised or expire, depending on 

the market rate. 
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Settlement date The settlement date of an option is the date on which 

a foreign exchange transaction resulting from an 

exercised option is physically settled. This is typically 

the second (for some currencies the first) banking 

day following the exercise date. 

Plain vanilla 

options 

A general basic type of foreign exchange options 

without any specific features. The holder of the 

option may exercise it unconditionally. 

Barrier options Once a certain exchange rate barrier is breached, 

the option buyer may (knock-in) or may not (knock-

out) exercise the option, i.e. this type of option is 

conditional. 

Knock-in barrier 

level 

The option may only be exercised when this barrier 

(knock-in) has been breached. 

Knock-out barrier 

level 

The barrier level (knock-out) the breach of which will 

prevent the option buyer from exercising the option, 

and will terminate the transaction. 

Digital options A payout under the option will be made when a 

specific barrier is breached, otherwise it will be 

terminated without any payout. 

Delta It shows the amount of change in the value of the 

option (i.e. the option premium) resulting from a unit 

movement in the market rate of the currency 

concerned. 
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Volatility A value describing the variability of the exchange 

rate of a given currency. The higher the volatility of 

the price of a financial instrument, the greater the 

fluctuations observed in the price of the instrument, 

and the higher the potential risk to investors 

investing in the instrument. Among other factors, 

volatility depends on the economic and legal 

features of the financial instrument, the issuer, and 

the financial and capital markets in which the 

financial instrument is traded and distributed. Data 

on the historical volatility of the price of a financial 

instrument at or before a specific time in the past 

cannot necessarily be used as a basis for predictions 

on the future volatility of the price of the same 

financial instrument. Consequently, information on 

future volatility are generally based on estimates and 

cannot provide guarantees for the investor. 

Time value The value of the term of a given option in pricing the 

option. The term is the interval between the trade 

date and the exercise date, which is a relevant factor 

in the value of an option, i.e. the option premium. 

Interest rate The market interest rate levels of the two currencies 

comprising the option. 

ATM option The strike price of an ATM (at the money) option 

equals the current market rate of the underlying 

currency pair. 

ATMF option The strike price of an ATMF (at the money forward) 

option equals the future (forward) rate calculated 

from the interest rate differential of the two 

underlying currencies. 
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ITM option At the time of measurement, the strike price of an 

ITM (in the money) option has been exceeded by the 

current market rate of the underlying currency pair. 

With a CALL option, the strike price is lower than the 

current market rate of the underlying currency pair. 

With a PUT option, the strike price is higher than the 

current market rate of the underlying currency pair. 

OTM option At the time of measurement, the strike price of an 

OTM (out of the money) option has not been 

exceeded by the current market rate of the 

underlying currency pair. With a CALL option, the 

strike price is higher than the current market rate of 

the underlying currency pair. With a PUT option, the 

strike price is lower than the current market rate of 

the underlying currency pair. 

Base currency For a currency pair, the base currency is always the 

first currency in the name of the currency pair, 

indicating the direction of the transaction. For 

example, when buying EUR/USD the customer buys 

EUR in exchange for USD. Accordingly, the 

exchange rate of the EUR/USD currency pair shows 

the USD amount to be paid for a unit of EUR. 

Market value of an 

option (MtM, mark 

to market) 

All positions in foreign exchange options have a 

market value. A description of the MtM value of 

individual transactions is provided in “Information 

notice – Calculation of variation margin requirements 

for specific OTC derivatives; conditions determining 

changes in the secured claim amount”. 

Depending on the above, the value of a foreign 

exchange option may continuously fluctuate 

throughout the term. Major gains or losses may be 

recognised in the customer’s books and balance 

sheet both at maturity and throughout the term of the 

transaction.  
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4. Other features of FX options 
 

• Entering into a FX option enables the customer to open a large position 

by investing a small amount of capital and exploiting the leverage of 

the derivative transaction, i.e. opening a position that is a multiple of 

the base capital in both size and risk. When selling a FX option, this 

could expose the customer to high and potentially unlimited risk. The 

option may also be unleveraged if the customer deposits the entire 

nominal value of the option. 

• After opening a FX option, the customer may decide at any time during 

the term to close the open position through an offsetting contract. 

Depending on the current value of the option (and the factors described 

in the section “Market value of the instrument”), this could potentially 

involve an unlimited loss or gain. 

• The interbank FX market data available to the Bank in terms of 

breaching the strike price or barrier levels are not necessarily the same 

as the interbank market data available to the customer, as a result of 

which the customer must rely on notifications from the Bank for reliable 

information on whether or not the strike price or barrier levels have 

been breached. 

 

4.1 Sale or purchase obligation at a pre-fixed exchange rate 

Under the contractual terms, when the option is exercised the option seller 

(writer) is required to buy or sell the underlying currency at the strike price. 

The customer may execute this FX transaction in the form of physical FX 

conversion, whereby the currency in question will be converted on his 

account, or have a reverse conversion executed (spot conversion) for the 

financial settlement of the exchange rate differential (typically loss) between 

the two transactions. If the rate of the underlying currency pair is higher than 

the strike price when a call option is exercised, the option seller will sustain 

a potentially unlimited loss on the transaction. If the rate of the underlying 

currency pair is lower than the strike price when a put option is exercised, 

the option seller will sustain a potentially unlimited loss on the transaction.   
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5. Transaction collateral 
Initial and variation margin 

 
5.1 Additional leverage 

Derivatives are leveraged. The customer does not need to provide the full 

nominal value of the trade in order to enter into a FX option; it is enough to 

deposit a pre-determined percentage of the nominal value of the transaction 

as an initial margin. Market movements unfavourable for the customer may 

exert additional leverage effects, potentially leading to significant losses. 

 

The list of instruments accepted by the Bank for margining purposes is 

available on the Global Markets website (Annex 1 to the Supplementary 

Notice on the secured claim amount as at the trade date, the amount of the 

initial margin, and the list of eligible margins and their collateral values for 

specific Global Markets Services): 

https://www.otpbank.hu/static/portal/sw/file/GMUSZ_Kiegesztito_Hirdetmeny_1mell.pdf 

The initial margin levels of plain vanilla options as a percentage expressed 

in terms of the base currency are available on the Global Markets website 

(Supplementary Notice on the secured claim amount as at the trade date, 

the amount of the initial margin, and the list of eligible margins and their 

collateral values for specific Global Markets Services): 

https://www.otpbank.hu/static/portal/sw/file/GMUSZ_Kiegesztito_Hirdetmeny.pdf 

 

5.2 Maintenance margining 

The Bank applies limits and requests the customer to provide collateral 

against the risks associated with the FX option. The customer is required to 

post collateral in the form (cash or security collateral) and in the currency 

specified by the Bank. Normally, the collateral requirement of the derivative 

product is a pre-determined percentage of the nominal value of the interest 

rate option. In case of an unfavourable shift in the rate of the FX option, the 

Bank may require additional margin. In such a case, the customer is required 

https://www.otpbank.hu/static/portal/sw/file/GMUSZ_Kiegesztito_Hirdetmeny_1mell.pdf
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to provide the additional margin in accordance with the contractual terms, 

and any losses sustained as a result – which could be substantial – will be 

borne exclusively by the customer. The Bank determines the additional 

margin requirement of the FX option based on the current fair market value 

of the transaction. The collateral may be released as soon as the reason for 

pledging the collateral ceases to exist. 

5.3 Possibility of the unilateral liquidation of the position 

The Bank requires collateral for the FX option transaction based on the 

current fair market value of the option. If, for any reason, the collateral 

pledged by the customer is deemed insufficient by the Bank to cover the 

financial risk of the positions opened and held by the customer, the Bank 

may require additional margin. Upon the Bank’s call, the customer is required 

to provide the additional margin in accordance with the contractual terms, 

and any losses sustained as a result will be borne exclusively by the 

customer. If the customer fails to provide the required additional margin in 

accordance with the contractual terms despite being called upon by the 

Bank, the Bank may decide to liquidate the position, which could involve 

substantial losses for the customer. Liquidation costs, potential capital losses 

and the consequences of the failure of liquidation shall be borne exclusively 

by the customer. 
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6. EXAMPLES 
Plain vanilla options 

 

6.1 Selling a EUR call / HUF put option 

Baseline 

• Due to his business activities (such as export), the customer 

wants to sell EUR in six months, because his sales are generated 

in EUR, and his expenditures are made in HUF. As the customer 

is ready to sell EUR at a specific exchange rate, he undertakes 

an obligation to sell the currency in exchange for the option 

premium. 

• The customer specifically expects the EUR/HUF rate not to rise 

above a certain level at maturity, and, by taking the exchange 

rate risk, he seeks to make extra earnings from the option 

premium, while also taking the risk of a potentially unlimited 

maximum loss. 

 

Disadvantages 

• The instrument is not suitable for hedging against exchange rate 

risk, because when the EUR/HUF rate falls, the customer will 

only be able to sell EUR at a lower rate. 

• The potential maximum loss to the customer could be unlimited 

due to the need to sell significantly below the market rate. 

 

Example transaction details 

Buyer: OTP Bank Plc. 

Seller:  Customer 

Class of FX option:  European 

Type of FX option:  EUR call / HUF put 

Nominal value of the option:  EUR 1,000,000 

Strike price:  456.00 

Maturity and exercise date:  6 months 

Maturity and exercise time:  12:00 

Settlement date:  6 months + 2 banking days 
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Currency and amount of the option premium: HUF 18,700,000 (HUF 18.70 per 

EUR, i.e. 550 points per EUR) 

Payment date of the option premium: Trade date + 2 banking days (T+2) 

Initial margin requirement of the transaction: 3.95% of the nominal value, i.e. EUR 

59,000 (HUF 16,906,000) 

Expected variation margin on T+1 day: HUF 18,700,000  

Current market rate (spot benchmark): 428.00 

Current market volatility (vol benchmark): 15.65% 

 

Assessment of the example transaction 

Break-even point of the option at maturity:  474.70 

Maximum loss:  Unlimited 

Maximum gain:  HUF 18,700,000 

 

 

What is expected? 

• The customer expects the exchange rate not to appreciate 

significantly until maturity, and in particular the EUR/HUF rate to 

remain below 474.70 at maturity. 

 

veszteség: loss nyereség: gain 

Az ügyfél pozíciója: Customer’s position Lejáratkori árfolyam: Exchange rate at maturity 
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Market scenarios 

 

a) The EUR/HUF rate rises to 480.00 

 

• Closure of the option before the exercise date 

One month after opening the option, expecting the exchange rate to 

rise further and volatility and interest rate levels to remain unchanged, 

the customer decides to realise the result in order to avoid further 

losses, and at 4100 points per EUR, repurchases the option sold. 

Transaction result: (18,700,000 – 41,000,000) = HUF –22,300,000 

 

• Exercise of the option 

The customer is under an obligation to sell at an unfavourable rate in 

exchange for the option premium. In this case, a spot EUR/HUF 

foreign exchange sell conversion is generated automatically for the 

customer at the exchange rate of 456.00 EUR/HUF, to be settled on 

T+2. 

→ The customer settles the transaction through physical 

delivery, i.e. by selling EUR at HUF 456.00 (in two days, the 

EUR nominal value will be debited and HUF credited on the 

corresponding accounts). 

→ In the course of settlement, the customer buys EUR 1,000,000 

for T+2 at 480.00 EUR/HUF to close the spot foreign 

exchange conversion resulting from the exercise of the option. 

The spot buy and sell conversions are settled in net terms as 

shown below. 

(456.00 – 480.00) x 1,000,000 = HUF –24,000,000 

Transaction result: 18,700,000 – 24,000,000 = HUF –5,300,000 

 

b) The EUR/HUF rate falls to 410.00 

 

• Closure of the option before the exercise date 

One month after opening the option, expecting the exchange rate not 

to drop further and volatility and interest rate levels to remain 

unchanged, the customer decides to realise the result, and at 1055 

points per EUR, repurchases the option sold. 
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Transaction result: 18,700,000 – 10,550,000 = HUF +8,150,000 

 

• Expiry without exercise 

The option expires without being exercised, eliminating the 

customer’s obligation to sell. The value of the option is reduced to 

zero. The customer may realise the full amount of the option premium 

as a gain. 

Transaction result: 18,700,000 – 0 = HUF +18,700,000 

 

6.2 Buying a EUR put / HUF call option 

 

Baseline 

• Due to his business activities (such as export), the customer has 

to sell EUR in six months, because his sales are generated in 

EUR, and his expenditures are made in HUF. The customer has 

no specific expectations for the likely development of the 

EUR/HUF rate. He seeks to fix the lowest EUR/HUF sell rate to 

hedge against foreign exchange risk, and benefit from a 

favourable movement. 

• The customer specifically expects the EUR/HUF rate to fall, and, 

by taking the exchange rate risk, he seeks to make extra 

earnings from a favourable movement, while also limiting 

potential maximum loss. 

 

Disadvantages 

• The option premium reduces the result  

• The customer needs to finance to option premium 

 

Example transaction details 

Buyer:  Customer 

Seller:  OTP Bank Plc. 

Class of FX option:  European 

Type of FX option:  EUR put / HUF call 

Nominal value of the option:  EUR 1,000,000 

Strike price:  423.00 

Maturity and exercise date:  6 months 
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Maturity and exercise time:  12:00 

Settlement date:  6 months + 2 banking days 

Currency and amount of the option premium:  HUF 6,450,000 (645 points per EUR) 

Payment date of the option premium:  Trade date + 2 banking days (T+2) 

Initial margin requirement of the transaction:  None (the option premium is to be 

paid) 

Expected variation margin on T+1 day:  HUF 6,450,000 

Current market rate (spot benchmark):  428.00 

Current market volatility (vol benchmark):  15.35% 

 

Assessment of the example transaction 

Break-even point of the option at maturity:  416.55 

Maximum loss:  HUF 6,450,000 

Maximum gain:  Unlimited 

 

What is expected? 

• The customer expects the exchange rate to depreciate 

significantly until maturity, where the open option can be closed, 

or the EUR/HUF rate to remain below 416.55 at maturity. 

 

  

veszteség: loss nyereség: gain 

Az ügyfél pozíciója: Customer’s position Lejáratkori árfolyam: Exchange rate at maturity 
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Market scenarios 

 

a) The EUR/HUF rate rises to 448.00 

 

• Closure of the option before the exercise date 

One month after opening the option, expecting the exchange rate to 

rise further and volatility and interest rate levels to remain unchanged, 

the customer decides to close the position in order to avoid further 

losses, and at 195 points per EUR, sells the option purchased. 

Transaction result: 1,950,000 – 6,450,000 = HUF –4,500,000 

 

• Expiry without exercise 

The option expires without being exercised, preventing the customer 

to exercise the right purchased. The value of the option is reduced to 

zero. The EUR may be sold in the market at a better rate. 

Transaction result: 0 – 6,450,000 = HUF –6,450,000 

 

b) The EUR/HUF rate falls to 410.00 

 

• Closure of the option before the exercise date 

One month after opening the option, expecting the exchange rate not 

to drop further and volatility and interest rate levels to remain 

unchanged, the customer decides to realise the result, and at 1120 

points per EUR, sells the option purchased. 

Transaction result: 11,200,000 – 6,450,000 = HUF +4,750,000 

 

• Exercise of the option 

In exchange for the option premium paid, the customer may sell at a 

better rate. In this case, a spot EUR/HUF foreign exchange sell 

conversion is generated automatically for the customer at the 

exchange rate of 423.00 EUR/HUF, to be settled on T+2. 

→ The customer settles the transaction through physical 

delivery, i.e. by selling EUR at HUF 423.00 (in two days, the 

EUR nominal value will be debited and HUF credited on the 

corresponding accounts). 
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→ In the course of settlement, the customer buys EUR 1,000,000 

for T+2 at 410.00 EUR/HUF to close the spot foreign 

exchange conversion resulting from the exercise of the option. 

The spot buy and sell conversions are settled in net terms as 

shown below. 

(423.00 – 410.00) x 1,000,000 = HUF +13,000,000 

Transaction result: 13,000,000 – 6,450,000 = HUF +6,550,000  
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7. Exotic FX options 
 

7.1 Barrier options 

 

A barrier FX option is identical to the plain vanilla options described above 

in all of its parameters, except that contracting also involves the 

specification of a barrier, the breach of which by the market rate at any time 

during the term will activate or eliminate the right or obligation resulting 

from the option. 

 

7.1.1 Who should invest? 

• Investors seeking to reduce the foreign exchange risk resulting from 

their foreign exchange exposures at a lower cost or better exchange 

rate compared to a plain vanilla option of similar parameters, by 

accepting that certain option strategies will not provide a complete 

hedge. 

→ With exotic foreign exchange options, customers may, at lower 

cost, take positions that provide partial or conditional protection 

against exchange rate risk while deriving a greater benefit from 

potential favourable exchange rate movements. 

 

• The transaction is recommended to investors with specific and 

particular expectations for the movements of the currency pair 

concerned, who seek to benefit from favourable exchange rate 

movements, and to make extra returns by taking exchange rate risk 

through an exchange rate structure that is more complex and more 

unique than a plain vanilla option of similar parameters. 

→ Buying barrier options enables investors to develop a strategy 

that limits maximum loss and is cheaper than a plain vanilla 

option of similar parameters. However, with a barrier option, 

there may be additional risk relative to plain vanilla options from 

breaching or failure to breach the barrier level. 

→ By selling barrier options, customers may undertake obligations 

at an exercise level adjusted to their own risk appetite in 
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exchange for the option premium. Setting the barrier level at the 

time of contracting enables the customer to tailor the size of risk 

(by specifying knock-in or knock-out levels) compared to a plain 

vanilla option of similar parameters. In such an arrangement the 

customer is exposed to unlimited exchange rate risk, and there 

is a possibility of incurring unlimited loss. 

 

7.1.2 Types of FX option by barrier 

Knock-in option: 

The buyer of a knock-in option acquires the right to buy or sell a 

pre-determined amount of foreign exchange at a pre-determined 

price (strike price) on a pre-determined exercise date, but only 

if the barrier level is breached by the foreign exchange market 

quotes available to the Bank at any time during the term of the 

option. In exchange for the option premium, the option seller 

undertakes an obligation to buy or sell the foreign exchange 

when the option is exercised, provided that the barrier level is 

breached by the foreign exchange market quotes available to the 

Bank at any time during the term of the option. Accordingly, the 

breach of the barrier level will activate a plain vanilla option and 

the associated right or obligation. 

 

Knock-out option: 

The buyer of a knock-out option acquires the right to buy or sell 

a pre-determined amount of foreign exchange at a pre-

determined price (strike price) on a pre-determined exercise 

date, but only if the barrier level is not breached by the foreign 

exchange market quotes available to the Bank at any time during 

the term of the option. In exchange for the option premium, the 

option seller undertakes an obligation to buy or sell the foreign 

exchange when the option is exercised, provided that the barrier 

level is not breached by the foreign exchange market quotes 

available to the Bank at any time during the term of the option. 

Accordingly, the breach of the barrier level will eliminate the 

option and the associated right or obligation. 
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Double knock-in option: 

The buyer of a double knock-in option acquires the right to buy 

or sell a pre-determined amount of foreign exchange at a pre-

determined price (strike price) on a pre-determined exercise 

date, but only if either of the two barrier levels is breached 

by the foreign exchange market quotes available to the Bank at 

any time during the term of the option. In exchange for the option 

premium, the option seller undertakes an obligation to buy or sell 

the foreign exchange when the option is exercised, provided that 

either of the two barrier levels is breached by the foreign 

exchange market quotes available to the Bank at any time during 

the term of the option. Accordingly, the breach of either of the two 

barrier levels will activate a plain vanilla option and the 

associated right or obligation. 

 

Double knock-out option: 

The buyer of a double knock-out option acquires the right to buy 

or sell a pre-determined amount of foreign exchange at a pre-

determined price (strike price) on a pre-determined exercise 

date, but only if neither of the two barrier levels is breached 

by the foreign exchange market quotes available to the Bank at 

any time during the term of the option. In exchange for the option 

premium, the option seller undertakes an obligation to buy or sell 

the foreign exchange when the option is exercised, provided that 

neither of the two barrier levels is breached by the foreign 

exchange market quotes available to the Bank at any time during 

the term of the option. Accordingly, the breach of either of the two 

barrier levels will eliminate the option and the associated right or 

obligation. 

 

Window barrier option: 

A window barrier option is an alternative form of barrier options 

where the barrier level is not monitored throughout the entire 

term from the moment of the trade to maturity, but is narrowed 

down to a continuous interval within the term. The barrier levels 

are only active in this narrower time window.  
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7.2 Digital (binary) options 

A digital option is a special option where the option buyer becomes eligible 

for a payout when certain conditions are met. Instead of a strike price, 

digital FX options involve the specification of one or several barriers. A 

payout under a digital option will be made if, depending on the type of 

barrier used, the FX market quotes available to the Bank breach, or 

respectively, fail to breach the pre-determined barrier level(s) at any time 

during the term of the option. A future payout under a digital option will only 

be made to the option buyer if the condition of the option has been met. 

The amount of the contingent payout is already known at the time of 

contracting. There are only two possible scenarios at maturity: either the 

buyer will receive a full payout or the amount of the payout will be zero 

when the option has expired. 

 

One touch: 

A payout under the option will only be made to the buyer if, at any 

time during the term, the barrier of the digital option has been 

breached in any interbank foreign exchange market available to 

the Bank.  

No touch: 

A payout under the option will only be made to the buyer if, at any 

time during the term, the barrier of the digital option has not been 

breached in any interbank foreign exchange market available to 

the Bank.  

Double one touch: 

A payout under the option will only be made to the buyer if, at any 

time during the term, either of the two barriers of the digital option 

has been breached in any interbank foreign exchange market 

available to the Bank.  

Double no touch: 

A payout under the option will only be made to the buyer if, at any 

time during the term, neither of the two barriers of the digital 

option has been breached in any interbank foreign exchange 

market available to the Bank. 
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7.2.1 Who should invest? 

• The transaction is recommended to investors with specific 

expectations for the direction and size of the movements of the 

currency pair concerned, who seek to benefit from favourable 

exchange rate movements, and to make extra returns by taking 

exchange rate risk. 

→ When buying digital options, the customer can adjust the digital 

barrier levels to his exchange rate expectations. Maximum loss 

is capped at the amount of the option premium paid. A payout will 

be made under the option where the expectations are satisfied, 

and no payout will be made in the event of a shift in the wrong 

direction. The amount of the payout is known at the time of 

contracting. 
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8. EXAMPLES 
Barrier options 

 
 

8.1 Selling a EUR call / HUF put option with a knock-in level 

Baseline 

• Due to his business activities (such as export), the customer 

wants to sell EUR in six months, because his sales are generated 

in EUR, and his expenditures are made in HUF. As the customer 

is ready to sell EUR at a specific exchange rate, he undertakes 

an obligation to sell the currency in exchange for the option 

premium, but only if a specific level is breached by the market 

rate. The option premium received increases the customer’s 

earnings, but he will not be hedged against the exchange rate 

risk because with the EUR/HUF rate declining, he can only sell 

EUR at a lower rate. 

• The customer specifically expects the EUR/HUF rate not to 

breach a certain level at any time throughout the term, or even if 

it does, not to rise above a certain level at maturity. By taking the 

exchange rate risk, he seeks to make extra earnings from the 

option premium, while also taking the risk of a potentially 

unlimited maximum loss. 

 

Disadvantages 

• The trade is not suitable for hedging against exchange rate risk, 

because when the EUR/HUF rate falls, the customer will only be 

able to sell EUR at a lower rate. 

• By taking the exchange rate risk, the customer could be exposed 

to a potentially unlimited maximum loss due to the need to sell 

significantly below the current rate when the knock-in level is 

breached by the market rate. 
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Example transaction details 

Buyer:  OTP Bank Plc. 

Seller:  Customer 

Class of foreign exchange option:  European 

Type of foreign exchange option:  EUR call / HUF put 

Nominal value of the option:  EUR 1,000,000 

Strike price:  430.00 

Barrier (knock-in):  440.00 

Maturity and exercise date:  3 months 

Maturity and exercise time:  12:00 

Settlement date:  3 months + 2 banking days 

Currency and amount of the option premium:  HUF 19,100,000 (1910 points per 

EUR) 

Payment date of the option premium: Trade date + 2 banking days (T+2) 

Initial margin requirement of the transaction:  3.95% of the nominal value, i.e. EUR 

39,500 (HUF 16,906,000) 

Expected variation margin on T+1 day:  HUF 19,100,000 

Current market rate (spot benchmark):  428,00 

Current market volatility (vol benchmark):  15.70% 

 

Assessment of the example transaction 

Break-even point of the option at maturity: 449.10 

Maximum loss: Unlimited 

Maximum gain: HUF 19,100,000 

 

 

What is expected? 

• The customer expects the EUR/HUF rate not to appreciate 

significantly, and in particular that it would remain below 440.00 

until maturity. 
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veszteség: loss nyereség: gain 

Az ügyfél pozíciója: Customer’s position Lejáratkori árfolyam: Exchange rate at maturity 

 

 

Market scenarios 

 

a) The EUR/HUF rate rises to 448.00 

 

• Closure of the option before the exercise date 

One month after opening the option, expecting the exchange rate to 

rise further and volatility and interest rate levels to remain unchanged, 

the customer decides to realise the result in order to avoid further 

losses, and at 1550 points per EUR, repurchases the option sold. 

Transaction result: 19,100,000 – 15,500,000 = HUF –3,600,000 

 

• Exercise of the option 

The customer is under an obligation to sell at an unfavourable rate in 

exchange for the option premium. In this case, a spot EUR/HUF 

foreign exchange sell conversion is generated automatically for the 

customer at the exchange rate of 430.00 EUR/HUF, to be settled on 

T+2. 

→ The customer settles the transaction through physical 

delivery, i.e. by selling EUR at HUF 430.00 (in two days, the 

EUR nominal value will be debited and HUF credited on the 

corresponding accounts). 
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→ In the course of settlement, the customer buys EUR 

1,000,000 for T+2 at 448.00 EUR/HUF to close the spot 

foreign exchange conversion resulting from the exercise of 

the option. The spot buy and sell conversions are settled in 

net terms as shown below. 

(430.00 – 448.00) x 1,000,000 = HUF –18,000,000 

Transaction result: 19,100,000 – 18,000,000 = HUF +1,100,000 

 

b) The EUR/HUF rate falls to 410.00 

 

• Closure of the option before the exercise date 

One month after opening the option, expecting the exchange rate not 

to drop further and volatility and interest rate levels to remain 

unchanged, the customer decides to realise the result, and at 750 

points per EUR, repurchases the option sold. 

Transaction result: 19,100,000 – 7,500,000 = HUF +11,600,000 

 

• Expiry without exercise 

The option expires without being exercised, eliminating the 

customer’s obligation to sell. The value of the option is reduced to 

zero. The customer may realise the full amount of the option premium 

as a gain. 

Transaction result: 19,100,000 – 0 = HUF +19,100,000 

 

 

8.2 Buying a EUR put / HUF call option with a knock-out level 

 

Baseline 

• Due to his business activities (such as export), the customer has 

to sell EUR in six months, because his sales are generated in 

EUR, and his expenditures are made in HUF. He seeks to fix the 

lowest sell rate, while taking the risk of being able to sell EUR 

only at the market rate as a result of a major fall in the exchange 

rate. Additionally, he seeks to derive a benefit from a favourable 

movement of the exchange rate. The barrier (knock-out level) 

makes this option much cheaper to buy compared to a plain 
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vanilla option; however, the customer will not be hedged against 

exchange rate risk with this product because the right under the 

option will be terminated when the knock-out level is breached. 

• The customer specifically expects the EUR/HUF rate to fall, and 

seeks to make extra earnings from a favourable movement. The 

barrier (knock-out level) makes this option much cheaper to buy 

compared to a plain vanilla option; however, the customer will 

also be exposed to higher risk because when the knock-out level 

is breached by the exchange rate, the right under the option and 

consequently the position itself will be terminated. 

 

Disadvantages 

• The instrument is not suitable for hedging against exchange rate 

risk, because when the knock-out level has been breached by 

the current market rate, the customer will no longer be able the 

exercise the right to sell, which will eliminate the protection, and 

potentially force the customer to sell EUR at a much more 

unfavourable rate. 

• The customer may incur a loss from the option premium to be 

paid, because with the EUR/HUF rate rising, he will not exercise 

the right under the option, and when the knock-out level has been 

breached by the current exchange rate, he will also be unable to 

exercise the right to sell, and the position will be terminated 

completely. 

 

Example transaction details 

Buyer:  Customer 

Seller:  OTP Bank Plc. 

Class of foreign exchange option:  European 

Type of foreign exchange option:  EUR put / HUF call 

Nominal value of the option:  EUR 1,000,000 

Strike price:  421.00 

Barrier (knock-out):  412.00 

Maturity and exercise date:  6 months 

Maturity and exercise time:  12:00 

Settlement date:  6 months + 2 banking days 

Currency and amount of the option premium:  HUF 1,350,000 (135 points per EUR) 

Payment date of the option premium: Trade date + 2 banking days (T+2) 
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Initial margin requirement of the transaction: None (the option premium is to be 

paid) 

Expected variation margin on T+1 day: HUF 1,350,000 

Current market rate (spot benchmark):  428.00 

Current market volatility (vol benchmark):  16.40% 

 

Assessment of the example transaction 

Break-even point of the option at maturity: 35419,65 

Maximum loss: HUF 1,350,000 

Maximum gain: Unlimited 

 

 

What is expected? 

 

• The customer expects the exchange rate to depreciate until maturity, 

but not significantly (without breaching the 412.00 level), where the 

open option can be closed, or the EUR/HUF rate to remain below 

421.00 at maturity. 

 

veszteség: loss nyereség: gain 

Az ügyfél pozíciója: Customer’s position Lejáratkori árfolyam: Exchange rate at maturity 
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Market scenarios 

 

a) The EUR/HUF rate rises to 430.00 

 

• Closure of the option before the exercise date 

One month after opening the option, expecting the exchange rate to 

rise further and volatility and interest rate levels to remain unchanged, 

the customer decides to realise the result in order to avoid further 

losses, and at 10 points per EUR, sells the option purchased. 

Transaction result: 100,000 – 1,350,000 = HUF –1,250,000 

 

• Expiry without exercise 

The option expires without being exercised, preventing the customer 

to exercise the right purchased. The value of the option is reduced to 

zero. The EUR/HUF may be sold in the market at a better rate. 

Transaction result: 0 – 1,350,000 = HUF –1,350,000 

 

b) The EUR/HUF rate falls to 414.00 

 

• Closure of the option before the exercise date 

One month after opening the option, expecting the exchange rate not 

to drop further and volatility and interest rate levels to remain 

unchanged, the customer decides to realise the result, and at 20 

points per EUR, sells the option purchased. 

Transaction result: 200,000 – 1,350,000 = HUF -1,150,000 
 

• Exercise of the option (if the exchange rate has not breached 

the 412.00 level at any time during the term) 

In exchange for the option premium paid, the customer may sell at a 

better rate. In this case, a spot EUR/HUF foreign exchange sell 

conversion is generated automatically for the customer at the 

exchange rate of 421.00 EUR/HUF, to be settled on T+2. 

→ The customer settles the transaction through physical 

delivery, i.e. by selling EUR at HUF 421.00 (in two days, the 

EUR nominal value will be debited and HUF credited on the 

corresponding accounts). 
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→ In the course of settlement, the customer buys EUR 1,000,000 

for T+2 at 414.00 EUR/HUF to close the spot foreign 

exchange conversion resulting from the exercise of the option. 

The spot buy and sell conversions are settled in net terms as 

shown below. 

(421.00 – 414.00) x 1,000,000 = HUF +7,000,000 

Transaction result: 7,000,000 – 1,350,000 = HUF +5,650,000  
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9. Option strategies 
 
 

Individual FX options may be integrated within a strategy based on 

consultations between the Bank and the customer. Individual FX options 

integrated within a strategy tend to have a lower combined initial margin 

requirement, not to exceed the sum of the initial margin requirements 

calculated separately for each strategy transaction. Strategic integration is 

only available for individual transactions contracted with the Bank, which, for 

the purposes of its records, the Bank will treat as individual transactions 

integrated within a strategy. Strategic integration may be terminated 

unilaterally by either the Bank or the customer. 

 

Individual transactions included in the strategy to be developed according to 

the customer’s intentions will be contracted by the Bank as individual 

transactions, and the terms of each transaction will also be confirmed 

individually. Strategic integration will be implemented once all of the 

individual transactions included in the strategy have been contracted. In legal 

terms, the fact of strategic integration will not terminate the status of the 

constituent transactions as individual legal transactions, and neither will 

strategic integration create a new transaction. 

 

The cancellation or termination of any individual transactions included in the 

strategy will result in the cancellation of the strategy. In the event of the option 

strategy being cancelled or terminated for whatever reason, the amount of 

the initial and variation margins will be determined on the basis of the 

individual transactions, the sum of which tends to exceed the combined 

margin requirement of the individual transactions integrated within the 

strategy. The customer is required to provide the additional margin in 

accordance with the contractual terms, and any losses sustained as a result 

– which could be substantial – will be borne exclusively by the customer. 

 

Before adopting a decision on the development of an option strategy, it is 

recommended that the customer assess his investment purpose, the 

investment horizon, the hedging purpose, the advantages and 
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disadvantages of the option strategy, and in particular the costs of developing 

the strategy, its impact on the option premium, the range of gains and losses 

on the options integrated within the strategy, and the amount of gains and 

losses. 

 

9.1 Types of option strategy accepted by the Bank 

An option strategy is a complex option position established by opening a 

number of individual options. An option strategy accepted by the Bank may 

only integrate individual options for identical underlying instruments, 

identical volumes, and identical exercise dates.  

 

Risk reversal options 

Call and Put options integrated in a strategies 

 RISK REVERSAL RISK REVERSAL 

 
Buying a Call option and selling a 

Put option with different strike 

prices. 

Selling a Call option and buying a Put 

option with different strike prices. 

Initial margin The initial margin requirement is 

equal to the put option’s one. 

The initial margin requirement is equal 

to the call option’s one. 

Expectation The exchange rate will not move 

downwards. 

The exchange rate will not move 

upwards. 

 

Short options 

integrated within a strangle / straddle strategy 

 STRANGLE STRADDLE 

SELL One Call and one Put option with 

different strike prices. 

One Call and one Put option with 

identical strike prices. 

Initial margin The greater of the initial margins 

required for the Call and Put 

options. 

The greater of the initial margins 

required for the Call and Put options. 

Expectation The exchange rate will move in a 

range without any major moves in 

either direction. 

The exchange rate will move in a 

narrow range without any meaningful 

moves in either direction. 
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Long options 

integrated within a strangle / straddle strategy 

 STRANGLE STRADDLE 

BUY One Call and one Put option with 

different strike prices. 

One Call and one Put option with 

identical strike prices. 

Initial margin None. The option premium on the 

Call and Put options is to be paid. 

None. The option premium on the Call 

and Put options is to be paid. 

Expectation The exchange rate will break out 

of a range with a major move in 

either direction (whether up or 

down is irrelevant). 

The exchange rate will break out of a 

narrow range with a move in either 

direction (whether up or down is 

irrelevant). 

 

Short spread strategy 

 CALL SPREAD PUT SPREAD 

SELL Call option at a given strike price. Put option at a given strike price. 

BUY Call option at a higher strike price. Put option at a lower strike price. 

Initial margin The absolute value of the 

difference between the strike 

prices of the two options, 

multiplied by the nominal value. 

The absolute value of the difference 

between the strike prices of the two 

options, multiplied by the nominal 

value. 

Expectation The exchange rate will not move 

upwards (+protection against an 

extreme upward move). 

The exchange rate will not move 

downwards (+protection against an 

extreme downward move). 
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Long spread strategy 

 CALL SPREAD PUT SPREAD 

BUY Call option at a given strike price. Put option at a given strike price. 

SELL Call option at a higher strike price. Put option at a lower strike price. 

Initial margin None. The difference between the 

option premiums on the two 

options is to be paid. 

None. The difference between the 

option premiums on the two options is 

to be paid. 

Expectation The exchange rate will move 

upwards, but not to reach 

extremely high levels. 

The exchange rate will move 

downwards, but not to reach 

extremely low levels. 

 

Short Double KO forward strategy 

 Double KO FORWARD 

SELL Call option with the same strike price and the same knock-out barrier level. 

BUY Put option with the same strike price and the same knock-out barrier level. 

Initial margin The initial margin requirement for the short call option. 

Expectation The exchange rate will move downwards, but not to reach extremely low 

levels. 
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Long Double KO forward strategy 

 Double KO FORWARD 

SELL Put option with the same strike price and the same knock-out barrier level. 

BUY Call option with the same strike price and the same knock-out barrier level. 

Initial margin The initial margin requirement for the short put option. 

Expectation The exchange rate will move upwards, but not to reach extremely high 

levels. 

 

Short and Long KO Forward strategy 

The Short and Long KO Forward strategy is different from the Double KO 

Forward strategy detailed above in that only one of the two legs in the option 

structure has a knock-out barrier. 

 

Call and Put options arranged in Seagull strategy 

 SEAGULL SEAGULL 

 Buying a Call option and selling a 

Call option with a higher strike 

price and selling a Put option with 

the lowest strike price. 

Buying a Put option and selling a Put 

option with a lower strike price and 

selling a Call option with the highest 

strike price. 

Initial margin The initial margin requirement is 

equal to the put option’s one. 

The initial margin requirement is equal 

to the call option’s one. 

Expectation The exchange rate will move 

upwards 

The exchange rate will move 

downwards 
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9.2 Strategies for barrier options 

Similarly to the plain vanilla type, barrier options may be integrated within the 

above strategies, following the principle that when a strategy is applied, 

individual options will be contracted, of which all or none will be active. An 

active option is defined as a right associated with an option the exercise of 

which does not require the occurrence of a barrier event (e.g. a knock-out 

barrier option). On that basis, plain vanilla and knock-out barrier options may 

be integrated within the above option strategies, but a knock-in option may 

only be integrated with other knock-in options within the same strategy. 

Types allowing integration 

→ Plain vanilla and plain vanilla 

→ Plain vanilla and KO barrier 

→ KO barrier and KO barrier 

→ KI barrier and KI barrier  
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10. EXAMPLES 
Option strategies 

 
 

10.1 Short EUR/HUF Double KO forward strategy 

 

Baseline 

• Due to his business activities (such as export), the customer has 

to sell EUR in six months, because his sales are generated in 

EUR, and his expenditures are made in HUF. Seeking to fix a 

higher EUR/HUF sell rate than the forward rate, he takes the risk 

of losing the opportunity for a favourable conversion in the event 

of a major fall in the EUR/HUF rate. 

• The customer specifically expects the EUR/HUF rate not to fall 

significantly. Based on this expectation the customer can specify 

a knock-out barrier at a level that enables him to take a sell 

position at a rate significantly above the forward rate. Therefore, 

he takes the risk of having the right under the option, and 

consequently the option itself, cancelled in the event that the 

knock-out level is breached by the exchange rate. When the 

strategy is applied, the positions taken on the basis of the 

individual transactions collectively correspond to a synthetic 

forward position, exposing the customer to a potentially unlimited 

maximum loss. 

 

Disadvantages 

• The instrument is not suitable for hedging against exchange rate 

risk, because when the knock-out level has been breached by 

the current market rate, the customer will no longer be able the 

exercise the right to sell, which will eliminate the protection, and 

potentially force the customer to sell EUR at a much more 

unfavourable rate. 

• The customer is under an obligation to sell EUR at a pre-

determined level, which could expose him to a potentially 
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unlimited loss in the event of a rise in the EUR/HUF rate. When 

the knock-out level has been breached by the current exchange 

rate, he will be unable to exercise the right to sell, and the 

position will be terminated. 

 

Example transaction details 

The strategy is comprised of one individual short EUR call / HUF put option 

and one individual long EUR put / HUF call option, where both options have 

the same knock-out barrier, the same strike price (typically above the market 

rate), and the same volume and expiry. The option premium received for the 

short option equals the premium paid for the long option, amounting to a 

“zero cost” strategy. 

 

1. 

Buyer:  OTP Bank Plc. 

Seller:  Customer 

Class of foreign exchange option:  European 

Type of foreign exchange option:  EUR call / HUF put 

Nominal value of the option:  EUR 1,000,000 

Strike price:  472.00 

Barrier (knock-out):  395.00 

Maturity and exercise date:  6 months 

Maturity and exercise time:  12:00 

Settlement date:  6 months + 2 banking days 

Currency and amount of the option premium:  HUF 12,500,000 (1250 points per 

EUR) 

Payment date of the option premium: Trade date + 2 banking days (T+2) 

Initial margin requirement of the individual  

transactions contracted as part of the strategy:  3.95% of the nominal value, i.e. EUR 

39,500 (HUF 16,906,000) 

Current market rate (spot benchmark): 428.00 

Current market volatility (vol benchmark): 15.70% 

 

2. 

Buyer: Customer 

Seller: OTP Bank Plc. 

Class of foreign exchange option: European 

Type of foreign exchange option: EUR put / HUF call 

Nominal value of the option: EUR 1,000,000 

Strike price: 472.00 
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Barrier (knock-out): 395.00 

Maturity and exercise date: 6 months 

Maturity and exercise time: 12:00 

Settlement date: 6 months + 2 banking days 

Currency and amount of the option premium:  HUF 12,500,000 (1250 points per 

EUR) 

Payment date of the option premium: Trade date + 2 banking days (T+2) 

Initial margin requirement of the individual 

transactions contracted as part of the strategy:  None 

Current market rate (spot benchmark): 428.00 

Current market volatility (vol benchmark): 16.50% 

 

Assessment of the example transaction 

Break-even point of the option at maturity: 472.00 

Maximum loss: Unlimited 

Maximum gain: Unlimited 

 

 

What is expected? 

• The customer expects the exchange rate to depreciate until 

maturity, but not significantly (without breaching the 395.00 

level), where the open option can be closed at a profit, or the 

EUR/HUF rate to remain below 472.00 at maturity. On opening 

the position, this leads the customer to sell EUR at a rate 

(472.00) that is higher than the current forward rate. 

 
veszteség: loss nyereség: gain 

Az ügyfél pozíciója: Customer’s position Lejáratkori árfolyam: Exchange rate at maturity 
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Market scenarios 

 

a) The EUR/HUF rate rises to 448.00 

 

• Closure of individual options integrated within the strategy 

before the exercise date 

One month after opening the option, expecting the exchange rate to 

rise further and volatility and interest rate levels to remain unchanged, 

the customer decides to realise the result in order to avoid further 

losses, and at a cost of 550 points per EUR, closes the options 

integrated within the strategy. 

Result of the transactions integrated within the strategy: 

+ 12,500,000 – 12,500,000 - 18,700,000 + 13,200,000 = HUF –5,500,000 

 

• Exercise of the individual options integrated within the strategy 

(if the exchange rate has not breached the 395.00 level at any 

time during the term) 

The customer is under an obligation to sell at a higher rate compared 

to the market rate. In this case, a spot EUR/HUF foreign exchange 

sell conversion is generated automatically for the customer at the 

exchange rate of 472.00 EUR/HUF, to be settled on T+2. 

→ The customer settles the transaction through physical 

delivery, i.e. by selling EUR at HUF 472.00 (in two days, the 

EUR nominal value will be debited and HUF credited on the 

corresponding accounts). 

→ In the course of settlement, the customer buys EUR 1,000,000 

for T+2 at 448.00 EUR/HUF to close the spot foreign 

exchange conversion resulting from the exercise of the option. 

The spot buy and sell conversions are settled in net terms as 

shown below. 

(472.00 – 448.00) x 1,000,000 = HUF +24,000,000 

Result of the individual transactions integrated within the strategy: 

+ 12,500,000 – 12,500,000 + 8,000,000 = HUF +8,000,000 
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b) The EUR/HUF rate falls to 410.00 

 

• Closure of individual options integrated within the strategy 

before the exercise date 

One month after opening the position taken by contracting the 

individual options integrated within the strategy, expecting the 

exchange rate not to drop further and volatility and interest rate levels 

to remain unchanged, the customer decides to realise the result, and 

at the cost of 130 points per EUR, closes the options contracted in 

application of the strategy. 

Result of the individual transactions contracted in application of the strategy: 

12,500,000 – 12,500,000 – 6,300,000 + 7,600,000 = HUF +1,300,000 

 

• Exercise of the individual options contracted in application of 

the strategy (if the exchange rate has not breached the 395.00 

level at any time during the term) 

The customer has the right to sell at a much better rate compared to 

the market rate. In this case, a spot EUR/HUF foreign exchange sell 

conversion is generated automatically for the customer at the 

exchange rate of 472.00 EUR/HUF, to be settled on T+2. 

→ The customer settles the transaction through physical 

delivery, i.e. by selling EUR at HUF 472.00 (in two days, the 

EUR nominal value will be debited and HUF credited on the 

corresponding accounts). 

→ In the course of settlement, the customer buys EUR 1,000,000 

for T+2 at 410.00 EUR/HUF to close the spot foreign 

exchange conversion resulting from the exercise of the option. 

The spot buy and sell conversions are settled in net terms as 

shown below. 

(472.00 – 410.00) x 1,000,000 = HUF +62,000,000 

Result of the individual transactions contracted in application of 

the strategy: 

+12,500,000 –12,500,000 + 62,000,000 = HUF +62,000,000 
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11. Miscellaneous information 
 
 

Prerequisites for access to FX options 

• Agreeing to the Sales Terms and Conditions of OTP Bank Plc.’s Global 

Markets Directorate, concluding the attached Global Markets 

Framework Agreement, and, for customers subject to EMIR 

obligations, an ISDA Master Agreement and Credit Support Annex for 

Variation Margin Agreement with the Bank, and signing any other 

required documents 

• Concluding agreements for payment accounts denominated in the 

settlement currency of the transaction 

• Posting collateral as specified by the Bank 

• Providing all data required for obtaining preliminary information 

pursuant to Act CXXXVIII of 2007 on Investment Firms and Commodity 

Dealers, and on the Regulations Governing their Activities (hereinafter: 

Act on Investment Firms), and filling out the fitness/compliance test 

prescribed by the Act on Investment Firms 

 

Guarantees linked to FX options 

Coverage available under the National Deposit Insurance Fund (OBA) and 

the Investor Protection Fund (BEVA) is not applicable to OTC FX options. 

 

Fees and charges related to FX options 

The Bank’s quotation pertaining to FX options includes all direct fees and 

charges. It does not include any indirect costs related to obtaining and 

holding the financial instrument or to the conclusion, maintenance and 

performance of the contract (e.g. fee, commission, tax, account 

management). 

 

Tax implications of FX options 

OTP Bank Plc. makes the tax payments prescribed by prevailing 

regulations for the payment agent, which may involve liabilities of various 
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degrees, depending on the taxation law status of the beneficiary (e.g. tax 

residency) and the legal title of income earning. In performing its tax 

payment obligations as a payment agent, OTP Bank Plc. issues a voucher 

on the payment and, as required by law, calculates, deducts, pays and 

issues a tax return on the tax liability on the payment, and fulfils its 

reporting obligation with respect to the payment toward the tax authority. 

Please note that adequate information regarding the tax treatment or the 

tax implications may only be provided in consideration of the individual 

circumstances of each customer and may be subject to change in the 

future. 

 

Miscellaneous information 

For further general information please refer to OTP Bank Plc. Uniform 

Prior Information, the Sales Terms and Conditions of the Global Markets 

Directorate of OTP Bank Plc. and the announcements attached thereto, 

the Global Markets Framework Agreement and the List of Conditions, the 

Investment Services Division Business Regulations , the Information for 

Clients on MiFID, the General Information on Short Selling, the EMIR 

Announcement and any other notices referenced therein as well as 

Annexes thereto, all of which are accessible at the Bank’s website at 

http://www.otpbank.hu or are available upon request at the branches of 

OTP Bank Plc.  
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12. Notices and disclaimers 
 
 

1. This product information is complete with the following documents of 

OTP Bank Plc. as inseparable annexes hereto: 

 

• Preliminary Announcement on certain Global Markets services 

rendered by at the Global Markets Directorate of OTP Bank Plc.; 

individual product information materials and any documents attached 

thereto along with all referenced business terms and notices; 

• Uniform Prior Information; 

• Information for Clients on MiFID; General Information on Short Selling; 

• Announcement on compliance with certain provisions of the EMIR – in 

respect of investment services;  

• Sales Terms and Conditions of OTP Bank Plc.’s Global Markets 

Directorate, documents attached thereto along with all referenced 

notices, Global Markets Framework Agreement along with any other 

relevant and required documents; 

• Investment Services Division Business Regulations along with any 

other business terms and notices referenced therein, as well as 

annexes thereto; 

• General Business Terms and Conditions of OTP Bank Plc. and 

documents attached thereto along with all referenced notices; 

• Prospectuses, base prospectuses, notices, as well as regular and 

extraordinary announcements published by the issuer or the broker in 

relation to individual financial instruments.  

 

Please read all of the above documents and any other notices referenced or 

indicated therein in order to ensure that you can make informed decisions, 

in full awareness of all information pertaining to the transactions presented 

in this Product Information. Moreover, before making an informed decision 

about the use of the investment or the service, please be advised to carefully 

consider the subject and risk of your investment, the associated fees and 

charges and the possibility of potential losses, and to obtain information 

regarding the tax regulations pertaining to the product or the investment. 
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Prices of financial instruments and securities are subject to change. Spot 

trades are transacted at the current exchange rate, which may involve a 

capital loss. 

 

2. The publication of this Product Information and its transfer to customers 

do not constitute an offer, investment advise, tender notice, investment 

consulting, investment or financial analysis, solicitation for the purchase of 

any financial instrument, or any other kind of advice on legal, tax, or 

accounting issues, and the data provided herein are provided for 

informational purposes, intended solely as the provision of advance 

information to OTP Bank Plc.’s current and future customers as required by 

law. The contents of this information document are limited to general 

information and knowledge and as such, it disregards the unique or specific 

needs of individual customers and their willingness and ability to take risk; 

therefore, in case of any questions, please contact our staff or refer to your 

bank consultant before making an investment decision. Should you require 

investment advice from OTP Bank Plc. prior to making your decision, please 

contact our staff with a view to concluding an investment counselling 

agreement and making the necessary statements (particularly a suitability 

test). 

 

3. Each investment carries certain risks that can affect the outcome of the 

investment decision, and investors may not necessarily realise their 

expected investment goal or recover their cost of the investment; 

accordingly, some or all of the invested capital may be lost, and may also 

incur additional payment obligations. 

 

4. Before entering into a contract for the execution of the transaction 

contained in this Product Information, OTP Bank Plc. will provide detailed 

information in respect of the transactions regarding their risks, market 

position, volatility and any limitations that may apply to market entry, changes 

in prices, as well as any other information relating to the transactions 

contained herein. 

 

5. All data and information contained herein are based on estimates and 

no reliable conclusions may be made concerning prospective future yields, 
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changes or performance in reliance hereon. All charts and calculations are 

intended to be examples, presenting potential future situations. No 

information contained herein may be perceived as demonstrations of 

particular transactions even if client is involved in transactions identical or 

similar to those contained herein. No estimates may be made based on the 

data contained herein concerning either the current or the future level of 

interest rates, or expected interest rate developments. The data contained 

herein do not constitute information on the changes or performance of 

particular financial instruments, whether past or future. Any risks associated 

with the specific, individual decisions made in reliance on the contents of this 

Product Information shall be borne solely by the investor, and OTP Bank Plc. 

shall not be held liable either for the success of the investment decisions or 

the achievement of the goals set by the investor. 

 

6. OTP Bank Plc. does not act as a fiduciary for or an advisor to any 

prospective purchaser of the financial instruments discussed herein. Please 

note that the conclusion of a given contract and the submission of orders 

may involve further obligations, such as the collateral requirement of the 

transaction or the provision of supplementary collateral, and a failure to meet 

such obligations in accordance with the relevant provisions of the contract 

could result in losses upon the closure of the position. If the specific financial 

instrument is traded on the regulated market, please consult the websites of 

the competent regulated market and clearing house to obtain further 

information and data on the applicable trading terms and settlement. 

 

7. In regard to individual products and services, please also consider their 

consequences on tax treatment or any other tax implications, which can only 

be determined taking effective regulations and the individual circumstances 

of the customer into account, and may be subject to changes in the future. 

Unless otherwise indicated, yields presented in this publication are gross, 

non-annualised yields, which may be reduced by taxes in accordance with 

the effective regulations. 

 

8. The products and/or services included in this Product Information may 

not be available to certain individuals, or their access to such 

products/services may be restricted. OTP Bank Plc.’s preparation and 
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posting of the Product Information on its website and the presentation of 

information regarding the specific products and/or services may not be 

construed, under any circumstances, as an intention on OTP Bank Plc.’s part 

to make available information pertaining to the products and/or services 

contained in the Product Information for persons in respect of which some 

country or another competent state bans or restricts the use, purchase or 

advertising of the product and/or service. 

 

9. This document has been prepared based on information available to 

OTP Bank Plc. at the date of preparation. Although this Product Information 

was prepared in good faith from sources that OTP Bank Plc. believes to be 

reliable, the Bank does not represent or warrant their accuracy and the data 

thus obtained may be incomplete or inaccurate. 

 

10. The business terms, announcements, lists of conditions and product 

descriptions containing the detailed terms, conditions and fees of the 

products and services are available at our branches, at the Global Markets 

Sales while using OTP Bank Plc.’s Global Markets services, and on the 

Bank’s website at www.otpbank.hu. 

 

11. The Bank reserves the right to change the terms contained herein. The 

contents of this document are subject to change without notice. Please 

monitor any changes that may be made to this document. 

 

12. OTP Bank Plc. (company registration number: 01-10-041-585; 

registered seat: H-1051 Budapest, Nádor utca 16; supervisory authority: 

Magyar Nemzeti Bank – H-1013 Budapest, Krisztina krt. 39; HFSA license 

numbers: III/41.003-22/2002 and E-III/456/2008). All rights reserved. The 

contents of this Product Information are owned exclusively by OTP Bank Plc. 

and may not be reproduced, re-used, disseminated or re-transmitted without 

OTP Bank Plc.’s prior written consent, including any references thereto or 

incorporation thereof in any other website (service). 

 

http://www.otpbank.hu/

